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The next important update
to Forest Pack is the

addition of expressions.
What expressions are

exactly? Expressions are
logic builders. They

combine and modify inputs
of parameters to generate
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outputs. You can write
logical expressions that run

complex calculations.
These can be reused in

various ways, for example,
in the re-rigging process.

You can also save
expressions as single

expressions or expressions
as a block, and use them to
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share your ideas to the
wider community. There is
even more. To make your

workflow even more
efficient, you can now

capture and convert your
3ds Max animation

sequence to Green Screen
format directly within the
Forest Pack plugin, which
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will enable you to reuse
these sequences in other

projects. This is something
that is completely new for
Forest Pack. All of these

adjustments make Forest
Pack more efficient to work
with and easier to use. This

is the result of great
collaboration with third-
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party developers on the
plugin. Our team has been
working with After Effects
and Motion companies on

the formulation and
optimization of the Forest
Pack core for years. Weve
learned a lot from these
collaborations, which is

what makes Forest Pack 6
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an even better plugin. Also
included with the update is

support for Arnold. This
means that you can use

Arnold to drive the Forest
Pack plugin and

subsequently use the
renders, with the ability to
save all your simulations

and re-start them from the
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Arnold workflow. That
should be everything. Youll
notice that weve provided
multiple demo files with
Forest Pack. These demo

files will help you to see the
plugin in action and what
its capable of. If you have
any questions, please visit
the support page or check
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the Forest Pack User Group
on Facebook. 5ec8ef588b
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